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W E L C O M E

In this centenary year, the Dublin James Joyce Summer School is hosting A Ulysses Gathering: a
series of six lectures (two each morning) from 5 to 7 July 2022 on various aspects of Joyce's life and
works with a particular emphasis on Ulysses. Given all the Joyce events this year in Dublin and around
the world, we will not be offering the usual afternoon seminars or a social programme. Tuition is 200
Euros and scholarships for students are available. Accommodation is not included but can be arranged
as needed at UCD.

Dublin James Joyce Summer School 2022: A Ulysses Gathering, 5-7 July 2022

Venue: Physics Theatre, MoLI (Museum of Literature Ireland), 86 St Stephen's Green

Note: Museum Opens at 10.30. We strongly advise that masks should be worn.

Tuesday 5 July 2022

10.45 Dr Luca Crispi (University College Dublin), Shakespeare and Company: After Ulysses.

11.45-12.15 Coffee

12.15 Professor Patrick O'Neill (Queen's University, Kingston, Canada), Anna Livia Plurilingual:
Aspects of a Joycean Macrotext.

13.15-14.15 Lunch

Wednesday 6 July 2022

10:45 Professor Anne Fogarty (University College Dublin), "The flag is up on the playhouse by the
bankside": Staging Homer and Shakespeare in Ulysses.

11.45-12.15 Coffee

12:15 Terence Killeen (Dublin), The Other Ulysses.

13.15-14.15 Lunch

Thursday 7 July 2022

10:45 Dr Christine O'Neill (Dublin), Budgen: A Zurich Episode.

11.45-12.15 Coffee

12.15 Ed Mulhall (Dublin), "Exceptional Circumstances": How Joyce Completed Ulysses.

13.15-14.15 Lunch

For further information on the 2022 Summer School contact the Director, Dr Luca Crispi
(luca.crispi@ucd.ie) or Director, Professor Anne Fogarty (anne.fogarty@ucd.ie) .

The traditional Dublin Joyce Summer School programme will resume next year from 2 to 9 July 2023.

Founded in 1988 by Augustine Martin of UCD, the James Joyce Summer School is one of the foremost
gatherings in the Joycean calendar. Each year scholars and lovers of Joyce gather from all corners of
the globe to celebrate and analyse the work of this great writer. A unique aspect of the school is the fact
that it gives Joycean enthusiasts the opportunity to savour and re-experience his writing in the context
of the city which inspired and shaped it. The Summer School meets in Newman House where Joyce
attended university and in Boston College-Ireland, both on St Stephen's Green in the heart of Dublin.
This unique setting provides the perfect backdrop against which to reflect on Joyce's works and to
assess his continuing influence on contemporary fiction in Ireland and elsewhere. We gratefully
acknowledge the financial assistance of the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht.

The Dublin James Joyce Summer School is governed by UCD's Dignity and respect policy. We are
committed to providing an environment free from discrimination and from sexual and other forms of
harassment and expect all our members to abide by these principles.  For further details, please see
the UCD Dignity and respect Policy.

 

 
 

 

 

The Dublin James Joyce Summer School and

University College Dublin are pleased to present

the 2022 programme in collaboration with the

National Library of Ireland and the James Joyce

Centre, Dublin  
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